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make — nuclei of the same element which never
theless differ slightly in -weight because they have
different numbers of neutrons These are called
isotopes Iron isotopes are known with 20 27 28
29 SO 31 32 and 33 neutrons but all have 26 pro
tons Thus a set of Isotopes consists of the various
nuclides that have the same Z but different M s
The protons and neutrons in a nucleus are
bound together by strong forces called nuclear
forces In many cases the forces are so strong
that no particles ever escape and the nucleus
preserves its identity There are two hundred
and seventy four different combinations of neu
trons and protons of this land and they are
called the stable nudities The earth is large! v
composed of such stable nuchdes because ant
unstable ones have in the course of tune spou
taneously broken up into stable residues
Nevertheless there are some unstable nuclei
left on earth They give nse to the phenomenon
of radioactivity which was discovered by Bee
querel in 1893
Unstable Nuchdes Radioactivity
Becciuerel found that certain chemicals con
taming uranium gave off rays capable of blacken
ing a photographic plate and shortly afterwards
Mane and Pierre Curie discovered more sub
stances including radium which produce similar
but stronger effects By now about fifty chemical
elements having radioactive properties are known
to exist on earth some like radium, being strongly
radioactive others like potassium, being so weak
that the radiations are difficult to detect These
are called the natural radioactive nudities
The main facts about radioactivity are as
follows it is a nuclear phenomenon and (with
minor exceptions) proceeds auite independently of
whatever the electrons in the atom may be doing
Thus the radioactivity of an atom is not affected
by the chemical combination of the atom with
other atoms nor by ordinary physical influences
like temperature and pressure The radioactivity
consists of the emission by the substance of certain
kinds of rays The early workers Eutherford
being the giant among them, distinguished three
kinds of rays labelled a. $ and v These are
described below "Whatever kind of ray is ex-
amined it Is found that the radiation from a given
sample decreases gradually with time according
to a definite law which states that the intensity of
radiation decreases by half every T seconds
The number T called the half life is constant for
each radioactive material but vanes enormously
from substance to substance Tor instance
radium decreases its activity by a half every
1 622 years whereas the half life of one of the
polonium isotopes is about 0 3 X HT6 sec
a- 0 , and v rays.
The three most well known types of radioactive
emission are Quite distinct from one another
(i) a rays or a particles consist of two protons
and two neutrons bound together They are
ejected from the radioactive nucleus with one of
several well defined speeds These speeds are
high often of the order 10" cm per sec Two
protons and. two neutrons are the constituents of
the nucleus of helium, and oc particles are thus
fast moving helium nuclei
(d) /3 rays are moving electrons. They may
emerge from their parent nucleus with any speed
from zero to a definite nm,TinvpTp The maximum
speed often approaches that of light, and Is
different for each isotope The electron has a
positively charged counterpart the positron (see
below) and 0 rays are sometimes positrons To
distinguish the two cases the symbols /3— and p+
are used The naturally occurring S radiations
are almost all Q-
(ifl) v rays travel with, the speed of light be-
cause they are in fact electromagnetic waves
differing from light only in the extreme shortness
of their wavelength. They have no electric
charge
It is unusual though not unheard of, for the
same radioactive substance to emit both a and
 )3 raye    On the other hand   v rays freauently
accompany either v or J3 rays
v rays pass through matter easily in fact they
are extra penetrating X rays a rays can be
shopped by thin sheets of tissue paper a rays
wrought to rest pick up a pair of electrons from
;he surrounding matter and become neutiol
lehum atoms and helium gas from this source is
consequently found imprisoned in certain radio
tctive rocks 0 rays are intermediate in pene
trating power between « and V rays
We must now try to interpret these observa
aons
F=dioactrve Disintegration
A nucleus is a collection of neutrons and protons
interacting with each other and possessing collec
tively a certain amount of energy Just as some
iuman organisations lose their coherence if they
accept too many members so nuclei can remain
stable only if d) the total number of particles is
act too great and (11) neutrons and protons are
there in suitable proportions Radioactive nuclei
are the ones for which either or both these condi
tions do not hold Sooner or later such nuclei
eject a fragment thus getting nd of some energy
they cannot contain This is called a radioactive
dwinteffration, and the fragments are the a B
and v rays a emission relieves a nucleus of two
neutrons and two protons and some energy
y-emisslon simply carries ofi excess energy without
altering the number or kind of particles left be
hmd ^-emission is more complicated There
are no electrons normally present in a nucleus bn1-
they are suddenly created and explosively emitted
if a neutron changes into a proton positive
electrons are similarly generated if a proton
changes into a neutron. jS emission is therefore
a mechanism for changing the ratio of protons to
neutrons without altering the total number of
particles
Both a and 0 emission change the Z of a
nucleus and the product or daughter nucleus is a
different chemical element oc emission also
changes the M It might happen that the
daughter nucleus is unstable in which case it too
will disintegrate Successive generations are pro
duced until a stable one is reached Part of such
a family tree is shown below The symbols above
the arrows show the kind of rays emitted at each
stage the figures are the mass numbers M and
the names and symbols of chemical elements can
be found at the end of the Section J766
TJ23
Th21
Tha" — > Pa8
Po8" -> Pbai° —>• Bi l° —> Po J° —> Pb208
(Pb" is stable lead)
This family exists naturally on earth because
the head of the family IP88 has so long a, half life
(4 6 x 10" years) that there has not yet been time
enough since its formation for it to have dis
appeared
Artificial Radioactivity
Nowadays many new radioactive isotopes can
be man made. ah that is required is to alter the
M at Z (or both) of a stable isotope to a value
which is incompatible with stability The means
for doing this is bombardment i e stable nuclei
are exposed to the impacts of atomic particles such
as streams of protons from an accelerator the
neutrons in on atomic reactor or simply the at
particles from another radioactive substance
The new material is called an artificially radio-
active isotope Artificial radioactivity is not
different m kind from that of the naturally radio
active substances but the half lives are usually
on the short side Indeed the Isotopes in question
would exist in nature but fox the fact that their
short half lives ensured their disappearance from
the earth long ago
Suppose a piece of copper is exposes to the
intense neutron radiation in an atomic reactor at
Harwell

